Heterogeneous gap junction remodeling in reentrant circuits in the epicardial border zone of the healing canine infarct.
The epicardial border zone (EBZ) of surviving myocytes in the healing, 4- to 5-day-old canine infarct is an arrhythmogenic substrate characterized by both structural and functional remodeling of Cx43. Unknown is whether the remodeling of gap junction conductance is heterogeneous in the EBZ like that of sarcolemmal ion channel remodeling and how remodeling of the gap junction influences conduction and anisotropy. Ventricular tachycardia was initiated by programmed stimulation in healing canine infarcted hearts. Reentrant circuits were mapped and the central common pathway (CCP) and outer pathway (OP) regions localized. Epimyocardium removed from the CCP was disaggregated to generate myocyte pairs for conductance measurements. Cx43 distribution was determined by immunofluorescent confocal microscopy. While transverse coupling (gap junction conductance) was markedly decreased in OP cells, CCP cells with lateralized Cx43 gap junctions showed normal conductance. Longitudinal coupling in both OP and CCP was no different than normal. Consistent with conductance measurements, the anisotropic ratio in the CCP was similar to that of normal tissue. In the OP it was increased. Despite normal longitudinal and transverse conductance and anisotropic ratio, longitudinal and transverse conduction velocities were decreased in the CCP with respect to normal epicardium, possibly as a result of the remodeling of sarcolemmal ion channels in this region. Gap junction conductance and distribution is heterogeneous in different regions of reentrant circuits. Lateralization of Cx43 gap junctions in CCP of reentrant circuits is associated with normal transverse conductance between cell pairs. In contrast, absence of lateralization in OP is associated with reduced transverse conductance. Despite normal anisotropic ratio, conduction velocity in CCP region remains slower than normal. This suggests that the effects of Cx43 remodeling in the infarcted heart should be interpreted in conjunction with other types of remodeling occurring in the EBZ (i.e. sarcolemmal ion channels).